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Blind-Spots
Following extensive trials, the TruckView Fresnel lens is now seen as an important closeproximity vision aid for HGV drivers. New legislation requires that by March 2009 existing
goods vehicles are to be retro-fitted on the passenger side with mirrors that provide a
wider angle of view and ‘close proximity’ mirrors that will enable drivers to see pedestrians, cyclists, motorcyclists and cars when they are immediately to the side of the vehicle.
However, a blind spot remains in an area adjacent to the vehicle’s passenger door and it
is this blind spot area which the TruckView lens particularly eradicates or at least reduces.

Side-Swiping

Cyclist situated in the Blind-Spot

Motorway lane changing accidents involving lorries and cars is increasing in the UK. This has led to a
rise in road casualties and road congestion. A major initiative by the Department for Transport, VOSA
and the Highways Agency to tackle ‘side-swiping’ incidents by issuing 130,000 TruckView Fresnel
lenses to left-hand drive trucks entering through UK ports has resulted in a remarkable reduction of
59% in this type of serious motorway lane changing accident.

What’s a TruckView lens?
Although TruckView is a visual device for
drivers, it is not a mirror. It is a clear,
thin, flat plastic lens that is press fitted
to a truck’s passenger door window
glass. Its concentric ring surface allows
the driver to see through it directly, (so
it’s not a reflected view) however its
optical properties provide a downwards
view close to and around the truck’s
passenger door. TruckView therefore
covers this mirror blind-spot which is
the cause of so many accidents.

A red car is unseen in the Blind Spot close to the truck’s passenger side door (L/H picture).
The car can only be spotted by using the TruckView lens (as affixed in the R/H picture).
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Lens Helps Truckers’ ‘Keep An Eye’ On Cyclists
Accidents involving cyclists, motorcyclists and pedestrians, when
trucks are turning left are a major problem and accounts for more
than half of all cyclists killed on London’s roads when they are
involved in collisions with HGVs. The TruckView lens is one of the
tools that have been produced as part of Transport for London’s
campaign to help reduce the risk of these collisions. By simply
press fitting the clear lens to the passenger side window of your
lorry, you can improve your vision of any other road users within
close proximity of your vehicle and help avoid accidents.
Truck driver Geoff Sales said: "What tends to happen is that they
come on the inside of you and they get lost in the blind
spot...Your side mirrors don't pick them up and your rear view
mirrors don't pick them up."

BBC News Website
11 March 2008

Truck lens for spotting cyclists

Innovation Award
Sponsored by:

VOSA Lens Promotion during the CV Show
As part of its on-going Fresnel lens awareness
programme, VOSA was handing out a free
TruckView lens to visitors during the recent
Commercial Vehicle Show.

Innovation Award
We are looking for a person or a team that has
come up with a truly great idea and made it
work. It could be a new way of working, or new
design for a piece of equipment or a new technical solution to a industry problem. It has to be
new, it has to be original and entries can be from
transport companies or industry suppliers.

Innovation of the Year

•
•
•
•

3663 First for Food Service
Alenia Optic
British Sugar
Carrier Transicold (UK)
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Road Safety Minister
Jim Fitzpatrick said:
"Side-swiping is an
issue we are determined to tackle. It's
important that all
truckers whether from
Britain or overseas
are able use our roads safely. However,
many drivers here don't realise that lefthand drive lorries can't easily see a car
overtaking them on the right, such as on
a motorway. This has resulted in more
than 400 side-swipe incidents in 2006
alone. As well as being dangerous these
incidents cause delays and congestion.
"The Highways Agency and VOSA have
been working closely together to identify
new and innovative solutions to prevent
side-swipes and we are delighted this
trial has proved such a success. Not only
does research show that incidents in the
south-east have more than halved, but
we've seen evidence of truckers coming
into overseas ports with their (TruckView)
Fresnel lenses still attached and ready to
be re-used.”

Easy Fit Lens Stops Blind-Spot & Side-Swipe Accidents
Cars travelling slightly forward of a LHD truck in the righthand lane are obscured from view either through the mirrors
or through the windscreen or front passenger side window.
This creates the potential for a side-swipe incident in the
event of the HGV changing lane.
A Transport Department spokesman recently commented, “All
trucks have a blind spot alongside the cab on their passenger
side and the fitting of these lenses offer drivers a wider field of
view through the passenger window.”
TruckView lenses with NATO Stock Reference 2540-991480270
have also been sold to the MOD for fitting to British forces
Support vehicles and In-Service vehicles as a driver visual aid.

TruckView lens picks up an
otherwise invisible car
TruckView Helps
Detect Other Road
Users When Drivers:-

• Turn left, - R/H
trucks

• Turn right, - L/H
trucks

• Make Roundabout
lane changes

• Manoeuvre in ‘Tight
Tests showed the improved Field of View gained when the TruckView lens was in place.
Critically, the lens enabled an HGV driver to see forward and below the passenger side
of his cab, in the close-proximity zone.
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spots’

• Make Motorway
Lane changes

